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Company Experience

1 Is the company in good standing with the Better Business Bureau? Yes
2 Has the company been in business at least 10 years? 

Remember, length in business doesn't have any reflection on the quality of performance 

only a history of stability. Yes
3 Is the company insured? 

It is good to have safety and peace of mind. Yes
4 Is the company locally owned?   

We live the culture! Yes
5 Is the company endorsed by wedding professionals, hall managers, 

and party planners? Yes
6 Are references available both professional and personal? Yes
7 Does the company offer a video of a complete performance? Yes
8 Do they have consultants with flexible hours to plan and organize 

your party at no charge? Yes
9 Do they have a complete and professional booking agreement? Yes

10 Does the DJ company guarantee they will not sub contract shows to 

other DJ companies? Yes
11 Are the office people helpful & knowledgeable about your party? Yes

DJ Experience

12 Does the DJ company have 2 people (DJ & MC) to host the event? Yes
13 Does the DJ have experience of 200 or more weddings and events? Yes
14 Is quality and experience guaranteed in writing? Yes
15 Does the company you are hiring provide an experienced Master of 

Ceremonies / Party Coordinator to assure things are coordinated and 

you can enjoy the event stress free? Yes
Equipment

16 Is deluxe lighting included at no extra charge? Yes
17 2 strobe lights Yes
18 2 beacon lights Yes
19 2 rain lights Yes
20 Mirror ball Yes
21 Computerized controllers Yes
22 Floor lights Yes
23 Flood lighting Yes
24 Special effects upon request Yes
25 Fogger, Bubblers, etc Yes
26 Laser simulator Yes
27 Is equipment commercial (Band Touring) quality?       

Reliability! Yes
28 Does the DJ company have back up equipment at your event in case 

of a problem?
Equipment anywhere else and your quest will have left the party before it gets there, 

now your night is over. Yes
29 Do they have 4 speaker sound at no extra charge? Yes
30 Do they have cordless microphones?

Essential to the entertainer that does an outstanding job in engaging the audience. Yes
Subtotal: 30

Other questions:

Total:

CHECKLIST FOR COMPARING DJ SERVICES

To make your arrangements call Class Act today (651) 429-6576

It's one less thing to worry about


